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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER 
 

by H. Alan Hoover 
 

 It is with much sadness that I write this next-to-last column of my Presidency of the Society.  
Unfortunately I, as your President, have let the society down at the last moment.  Due to unforeseen 
personal circumstances occurring months earlier, I had to cancel my plans for participation of the 
SHP in STAMPSHOW in Hartford CT this year.  As the only Board member who was going to be 
there from the society, it seemed best to cancel all participation other than requesting the APS to dis-
tribute our membership information and applications in case anyone did inquire of our society.  My 
wife & I had intended on manning the society table for most of the show since only one society mem-
ber that was going to exhibit, and one other person informed me of planning to be at the show.  Being 
a one-man show (with spouse), it is getting kind of thin trying to uphold the society; but I say it 
tongue in cheek because I love this society and its charter.  I try do what I can, but this is the first year 
(I cannot remember how many, maybe 20 years??) that I cannot participate at our annual show.   
 An overlooked mention on my part was a donation to the society of $50.00 from a life mem-
ber made in the past six months.  As always, we are grateful of your continued support of our efforts 
and will use the donation wisely for the good of all. 
 It is that time again to choose the officers for our society.  You will recall that we changed 
our bylaws to permit four-year terms for officers.  These terms expire on January 1, 2009.  At this 
time we are opening the floor for nominations of officers and we ask that if you have a society friend 
that would consider serving as an officer, kindly submit your nomination of a recommended candi-
date or even yourself, and we will be in touch with them to see if they would like to be a candidate.  
This is always a task that that begs for more volunteers in order to keep the lifeblood of the society 
pulsing.  We need continued new blood and willing members to serve.  The positions of President, 
Vice President, Secretary, and Treasurer are open for nominations.  Our bylaws indicate it is time to 
pass on the responsibility of the presidency to another, so we absolutely need your careful considera-
tion of who should fill all the positions.  Please email the secretary at the email address on the front 
inside cover on your nominations.  Ballots with the listed nominees will be included in the October-
December issue of the newsletter, so make sure you participate in this overall process. 
 In retrospect, I have enjoyed every minute as your President.  I fondly recall our participation 
at some award winning shows with the largest gala being WASHINGTON 2006 (where I had the 
honor to meet the Hungarian commissioner István Glatz).  Then there were INDYPEX, SESCAL, 
STAMPSHOW and so many others.   I have tried to use what talents I have to advance our society, 
get it organized a little more, bring some new things to it such as the publications we put out, bring 
the society into the electronic age with a great website and paying dues via PAYPAL and other details 
for the good of the society.  I have learned so much from our members, the Executive Board and other 
philatelists during my term as well as from their exhibits.  I will, hopefully, continue to kindle the 
wonderful relationships that exist.  Thank you to the Executive Board for encouraging me and putting 
up with me; I have tried my best but I also have many faults of which I am not proud of.   I hope that I 
can continue to serve the society in another ancillary role, but it is time; time for new blood to take up 
the helm and continue with the good things and improve on other things under someone else.   
 My best to all and thank you for this honor of being your President.  But, before I close, 
please read on… 

 
A Report Nobody Wants To Hear: THE DEATH OF SHP 

 
 We interrupt this program to bring you late, breaking news … the Society for Hungarian Phi-
lately, or SHP as it has been known by, has ceased to exist.  Although membership numbers have re-
mained stable and even increased slightly over the years contrary to the experience of other societies, 
it seems this society is destined to philatelic death due to no volunteers stepping up to lead this indus-
trious group.  Outgoing President H. Alan Hoover, who has held the position since 2000, reports that 
according to the SHP bylaws, he can no longer be the guiding light or society representative any 
longer.  An appointed Nominating Committee reports that prospective SHP members contacted as vi-
able candidates for the President position have all declined the nomination.  Due to health and per-
sonal concerns, current Executive board members are unable to assume the President role.  The SHP 
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estate will be probated by the Executive Board.  It seems such a shame that the Magyars could last 
eleven hundred years in Hungary but the SHP cannot find a member to volunteer to lead. 
 We now return you to your regularly scheduled program.  
 And Ray; as always we will …. ‘Keep Stampin’!   

 
 
 

KUDOS & WELCOME 
 

Congratulations to our exhibitors!  Robert B. Morgan received a gold medal with Felicita-
tions for the exhibit titled Hungary: The Hyperinflation 1945-1946 at the World Stamp Champion-
ship ISRAEL 2008.  Mr. Morgan also received a gold for the same exhibit at the FIP International 
EFIRO in Romania.  Al Kugel received a gold medal and the Postal History Society award at In-
dypex for Postal History of the American Forces in China 1900-1941 as well as a silver-bronze med-
al for the single-frame exhibit, Postal History of Walvis Bay.  Also at Indypex, William Maddocks 
received a gold medal and the J. David Baker Postal History award for the exhibit The Postal System 
in Bosnia-Hercegovina 1878-1918. 

Welcome to our newest members:  Mr. Donald D. Perdang of Seattle, WA, and Mr. Csaba 
Urmenyi of Milwaukee, WI. 

 
 
 

IN MEMORIAM - JAMES FRANZ 
 

 Jay Carrigan had the sad duty to report the death of his friend, SHP life-member James 
Franz on July 4th.  Mr. Franz joined SHP back in 1970 and specialized in collecting Hungarian post-
al stationery.  He fought a valiant battle with cancer for many years and passed away peacefully in his 
sleep.  Our condolences go out to his family and friends. 

 
 
 

RECENTLY ISSUED US STAMP FOR AUTHOR JAMES A. MICHENER 
 

 The May 2008 postal rate increase prompted the issuance of a 59 
cent stamp honoring American author James A. Michener.  This stamp be-
longs in the Hungarica topic because in 1957, Michener published the novel 
The Bridge at Andau that told the story of the 1956 Hungarian freedom 
fight and the stream of refugees who fled the country afterwards. 
 The following is quoted from the jacket of the book published by 
Random House: “There was a bridge at Andau, and if a Hungarian could 
reach that bridge, he was nearly free.  By an accident of history, one of 
the most inconsequential bridges in Europe became one of the most im-
portant bridges in the world.  Across it, during a few flaming weeks, 

fled more than twenty thousand people who had known 
communism and rejected it.  In these few weeks the world 
learned with a dreadful clarity how bankrupt communism had 
become as a system of government…  This is the story of the 
revolution told in terms of the people who lived it - the writ-
ers and philosophers who proposed it; the students who ini-
tiated it; the boys and girls who wrestled with tanks bare-
handed; and the workers, the propaganda darlings of com-
munism, who resisted both communism and Russia to the 
death…  To get this story Michener spent six weeks in Aus-
tria and interviewed hundreds of refugees.  Out of their expe-
riences, he has built an authentic account of epic heroism - 
THE BRIDGE AT ANDAU. This book is a testament to 
the freedom fighters of Hungary who destroyed the great 
Russian lie.”  /Ed./               Jacket design by Daniel Schwartz  
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HUNGARICA QUIZ 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 Perhaps this will stimulate some ‘audience’ participation from our readers.  I’m offering priz-
es to be drawn from the entries submitted with the most number of correct answers to the following 
quiz.  Please send your answers along with your name and address to the Editor (via email or snail 
mail) to the address shown on the inside of the front cover.  The first prize is a dedicated exhibition 
folder signed by stamp designer József Vertel.  The second prize is a Munkács Visszatért commemo-
rative cancel on piece from 1938.  The prizes will be awarded based on the most number of correct 
answers submitted.  In case of a tie, I will draw the name of the winner from all entries submitted 
with the same number of correct answers.  Entry deadline is 1 November 2008. 

 
1.  Name the town in Hungary that is referred to as the ‘Calvinist Rome’: 
a)  Székesfehérvár b)  Debrecen  c)  Szeged  d)  Veszprém 
2.  Name the town in Hungary where a local issue of postage stamps occurred in 1956: 
a)  Esztergom  b)  Szolnok  c)  Sopron  d)  Nyíregyháza 
3.  What is the name of the highest elevation in Hungary today? 
a)  Dobogókő  b)  Badacsony  c)  Öreghegy  d)  Kékestető  
4.  Who was the prime minister of first independent Hungarian government? 
a)  Count Lajos Batthyány      b)  Lajos Kossuth c)  Count István Tisza d)  Imre Nagy 
5.  What was the method of printing used for the first stamps produced in Hungary? 
a)  engraving  b)  offset  c)  typography  d)  lithography 
6.  When were the first stamps of the independent Hungarian Post issued? 
a)  1867  b)  1871  c)  1868  d)  1849 
7.  Hungary issued the first stamp in the world depicting this sport: 
a)  curling  b)  badminton  c)  soccer  d)  triathlon 
8)  Which one of the following Hungarians did NOT win a Nobel Prize? 
a)  Albert Szentgyörgyi b)  György Békéssy  c)  Edward Teller d)  Dénes Gábor 
9.  How many gold medals did Hungary win in the 1976 Montreal Olympics? 
a)  16   b)  10   c)  4   d)  11 
10. The current capital city of Hungary is Budapest.  What was the name of the town that served as 
the first capital of the Kingdom of Hungary? 
a)  Esztergom  b)  Pozsony  c)  Debrecen  d)  Pécs 
11. The town of Eger is NOT known for the following: 
a)  Bull’s Blood red wine b) the successful defeat of the Ottoman siege in 1552 
c)  seat of the provisional Hungarian Government in 1849  d)  the home of author Géza Gárdonyi 
12. The current President of the Republic of Hungary is 
a)  Árpád Göncz b)  László Sólyom c)  Ferenc Mádl  d)  Ferenc Gyurcsányi 
13. The river that connects Lake Balaton to the Danube River is called the 
a)  Sió   b) Rába   c)  Kőrös  d)  Garam 
14. From the Scott Catalog, what is the most valuable Hungarian stamp error: 
a)  Inverted Madonna b)  Nagymánya  c)  600K/800K  d)  35f/50f 
15. When were the first Hungarian Christmas stamps issued? 
a)  1986  b)  1943  c)  1892  d)  1946 
16. What was the unit of currency for the first Hungarian stamp issue? 
a)  fillér   b)  krajcár  c)  pengő  d)  forint 
17. Which one of the following English words does NOT have origins from the Hungarian language? 
a)  shako  b)  dollar  c)  coach  d)  quill 
18. Which one of the following towns did NOT become a part of Budapest in 1873? 
a)  Buda  b)  Csepel  c)  Pest   d)  Óbuda 
19. The Hungarian capital of Budapest is divided into how many districts today? 
a)  23   b)  11   c)  17   d)  13 
20. Which one of the following countries did NOT receive any territory from the Kingdom of Hun-
garian through the Treaty of Trianon directly? 
a)  Poland  b)  Rumania  c)  Ukraine  d)  Serbia  
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21.  The upper part of the Holy Crown was given to King St. Stephen by which pope? 
a)  Pius I  b)  Paul II  c)  Benedict V  d)  Sylvester II 
22.  Which was the longest used Hungarian stamp design? 
a)  The envelope design of 1874   b)  The Turul design of 1900 
c)  The Harvesters design of 1916  d)  The Buildings series of 1951 
23.  The Chain Bridge was the first permanent bridge across the Danube between the cities of Buda 
and Pest.  In what year was it first opened to traffic? 
a)  1949  b)  1849  c)  1867  d)  1896 
24.  How many modern day countries does the Danube River flow through? 
a)  5   b)  6   c)  7   d)  10 
25.  Which one of these artists did NOT design Hungarian postage stamps? 
a)  Zoltán Nagy  b)  Sándor Légrády c)  Ferenc Helbing d)  István Csók 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AIRMAIL RATE MYSTERY 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 One of the short side conversations I had with Chris Brainard in Washington back in 2006 
was about the airmail surcharge rates in the late 1940s.  In the article Hungarian Airmail Surcharge 
Rates, 1922-1996 that appeared in the April-June 2003 issue of The News, I tried to reconstruct the 
woefully under-documented airmail rates following the introduction of the forint currency in 1946 
based on postally used covers.  A magyar bélyegek kézikönyve states that the initial airmail sur-
charge to the United States and Canada after 1 August 1946 was 2Ft/5gm.  It also states that the rates 
to North America were reduced in late 1947 and fluctuated between 1Ft and 1,40Ft per 5 grams.  
From my research I concluded that the rate reduction to 1Ft actually took effect in early 1947.  Still, 
as Chris pointed out, that there must have been another rate, the aforementioned 1,40Ft/5gm rate.   

 

 

Above: Munkács Visszatért commemorative 
cancel on piece is the second-place prize in 
the Hungarica quiz.  
 
On the left: The Vertel graphic is the  first 
prize in the Hungarica quiz. 
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 Recently, I revisited the covers and noted that I had many examples in the 1947-1950 period 
where the 1,40Ft rate was used for franking interspersed randomly with the 1Ft rate, especially in the 
year 1947.  Initially, I had just assumed that the covers were either overfranked or the wrong rate 
(perhaps to Canada) was used to pay the airmail surcharge.  Now I am not sure what happened.  The 
application of the 1,40Ft rate does not seem to have a pattern.  I have examples of covers that were 
mailed within days of each other using two different rates.   
 

Tabulation of the Different Airmail Surcharge Rates Paid, 1947-1950 
 
1Ft x x x  x x   x x  

1,40Ft x x    x  x   x 

1947 Feb. Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
 
1Ft    x  x x x    x 

1,40Ft x x    x       

1948 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
 
1Ft x   x    x x x x x 

1,40Ft             

1949 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
 
1Ft   x     x x    

1,40Ft    x         

1950 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 
 
 As the most glaring example, I’m illustrating two covers below, both posted on 4 February 
1947 to New York in the United States from Budapest.  One is franked with 2Ft; the other, 2,40Ft.  
The foreign letter rate was a uniform 1Ft.  Both letters weigh less than 5gm.  Does anyone have any 
explanation or ideas? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Two letters mailed from Budapest on 4 February 1947.  The one on the left is franked with 2Ft; the one on the 

right, with 2,40Ft.  The foreign letter rate was 1Ft; the rest of the postage paid the airmail surcharge to the 
United States at the rate of 1Ft/5gm and 1,40Ft/5gm, respectively. 

 
 
 

BÓLY, ST. PETERSBURG, AND FIUME 
 

by Alan Soble 
 

From August, 1991, until July, 1992, I lived in Buda, on Branyiszkó utca, while teaching (in 
English) as a Fulbright professor at ELTE (American Studies) in Pest and Budapesti Műszaki 
Egyetem (philosophy of science) in Buda.  During that time, especially during vacations, I spent 
many weekends and weeks at the home of my in-laws (Szabó Imre and his wife Sára), which was lo-
cated in a small town Bóly (population around 3700) in Baranya county.  The town is not far from the 
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border with Croatia and lies south of route 57 that connects Mohács on the east with Pécs on the west.  
Naturally, being a Hungarian philatelist (i.e., someone who studies and collects Hungarian stamps, 
not a stamp collector who is ethnically Hungarian), afterwards I searched for Bóly postmarks on 
Hungarian stamps and covers.  Of course, they are easy to find after 1960. But (going in reverse 
chronological order) I have seen none from the 1950s, none from the war and post-war period of the 
1940s, none from the earlier decades of the 20th century, none from the 19th century (1871-1900), 
and none on Austrian-Hungarian stamps prior to 1871.  In particular, I have searched among the ear-
lier stamps not only for “Bóly” but also for “Németbóly” (an older, alternative name [“German 
Bóly”], not to be confused with Magyarbóly, another town further south) and for “Bohl,” the German 
name for Bóly.  How exciting it would be, I thought (and still do), to find “Bohl” on an Austrian-
Hungarian stamp prior to 1871 and “Németbóly” on a stamp or cover from 1871 through 1940 (a Tu-
rul or a Madonna).  So far, no such luck. 

I have only one cover that comes close—but hardly close enough.  It is shown in Figure 1.  
This cover was sent to Tarnoki Ernő, the father of Sára, in Németbóly (the street and number are 
missing; the street is now called Szabadság ut, but I suspect that was not its name in 1942).  The cov-
er is franked with a 20 fillér postage due stamp of the 1941-44 series, canceled “Németbóly” (Sep-
tember 16, 1942) on arrival.  It was sent from Tápióság (not far from the eastern edge of Pest) on Sep-
tember 14, 1942, perhaps from a Church organization (see the seal on the back of the cover; Figure 
2).  Although I am pleased to have this cover, for me it does not “count.”  I’d prefer to see a cover, for 
example one sent back by Ernő, franked with a definitive and canceled “Németbóly” upon leaving the 
town for Tápióság. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figures 1 & 2.  Postage due cover sent from Tápióság to Németboly in  1942.  The reverse side of the 

envelope bears the seal of the Office of the Catholic Parish of Tápióság. 
 
Another “close call” (see Figure 3) is a cover I do not possess—what I have is a color photo-

copy once sent to me by Mervyn Benford, a Hungarian philatelist who lives in the U.K.  The return 
address is Németbóly.  There are perhaps several interesting things about this cover.  The first is that 
even though the sender lived and/or worked in Németbóly, the letter was posted in Borjád (January 
24, 1920) and sent to someone who lived in Borjád.  (Borjád is a town much smaller than Bóly, 6 kil-
ometers to the southwest.  Several times I rode a bicycle between the two towns on small roads 
through farmland.  Its German name was Burjad.)  Why was the letter not posted in Németbóly?  Or, 
because the sender traveled to Borjád to post the letter, why did he not just take the letter to the home 
of the recipient?  True, the letter was sent registered, which might explain why it was not hand-
delivered in Borjád by the sender.  But that the letter was registered does not explain why it was not 
posted in Németbóly instead.  Another interesting thing is the franking: two copies of the 100 fillér 
over 25 fillér Harvester stamp from the “second” Baranya issue.  Is this the right amount (200 fillér) 
for a registered in-town letter?  Further, are these Baranya stamps genuine?  Perhaps the letter was not 
hand-delivered because it was created by a Hungarian philatelist (in both senses of that term), either 
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the sender or the recipient.  Still (or again), a more interesting philatelic cover would have been post-
ed from Németbóly and then carried by horse (or horse and buggy) to Borjád for delivery.  A couple 
of lazy stamp collectors (or postal historians) prevented this cover from being the one for which I’ve 
been searching. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Registered local cover from Borjád during the Serbian occupation in 1920. 
 
Negligence or ignorance (rather than postal-worker laziness) may explain the meandering 

route taken by the postcard shown in Figure 4.  The card was posted in Perlak (Croatian “Prelog”) on 
April 3, 1910 and addressed to “Petersburg, Virginia” (now on route 95 south of Richmond).  Even 
though no country was specified, an educated postal worker in Perlak would have realized that the 
card was meant to go to the United States.  Instead, it was dispatched to St. Petersburg in Russia, 
where it arrived a week later on April 10.  An enterprising postal worker in that city sent it on to the 
States, where it arrived on May 18.  No postage due was assessed for the excellent service or the extra 
mileage. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.  Postcard from Perlak mis-sent to St. Petersburg, Russia in 1910. 

 
Finally, the cover in Figure 5 brings us full circle back to a postage-due franking.  The letter 

was posted in Fiume on January 28, 1919 (the postmark bears the crown of St. Stephen) and sent reg-
istered to Sušak.  Sušak was the eastern portion of the Croatian city Rijeka (Fiume, in Italian).  By the 
1924 Treaty of Rome, Fiume became part of Italy and Sušak was given to the Kingdom of Serbs, 
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Croats, and Slovenes (SHS).  The receiving postmark on the back of the cover (which accurately says 
“Sušak,” with the diacritical, unlike the front’s address that omits the accent mark) reveals that it ar-
rived at its destination the next day, January 29.  What I wonder about is the franking.  A 6 fillér 
Hungarian postage due stamp was overprinted “Fiume” in dark black.  It was also overprinted (a sec-
ond or even a third time, with different ink, or by a different process) “45” and “FRANCO.”  My 
guess is that the “FRANCO” indicated that the stamp was to be used for ordinary postage, not as 
postage due. 

But weren’t there available plenty of 
regular definitive Hungarian stamps 
(Harvesters and Parliaments) overprinted 
“Fiume” that could have been used in-
stead of a twice-overprinted postage due?  
Further, why the denomination “45”?  
All the Hungarian definitives I’ve seen 
that are overprinted “Fiume” do not in-
clude an overprinted denomination.  If 
any member can help me understand 
these items, please send your thoughts to 
the editor of the newsletter.  Maybe 
someone has a stamp or cover with a nice 
Németbóly or Bohl cancel that Csaba can 
display in these pages.  I would like to 
express my thanks to Jim Gaul for dis-
cussing this topic with me. 
 

 
 
 
 

THE HOTEL VICTORIA POSTAGE DUE COVERS: PHILATELIC CREATIVITY 
 

by Lyman R. Caswell 
 

 In the fall of 1915, someone in Szatmárnémeti created a large number of postage due covers, 
using the stationery of the Hotel Victoria.  All of the examples that I have seen are addressed 
“Helyben” (local); and, with two exceptions, have low-denomination postage due stamps adding up to 
12 fillér, the correct postage due at the time for an unfranked local letter.  A typical example is shown 
in the illustration on the next page.  The stamps on this cover are identified1 as: a pair of 1-fillér 
stamps from the first issue of postage dues, as shown by the 11¾ × 12  perforation and heavy toning; 
a block of 4 of 1-fillér stamps from the fourth issue, as shown by the 15 perforation and lack of ton-
ing; and one 6-fillér stamp from the second issue, as shown by the 15 perforation and mild toning. 
 I have so far examined 27 of these covers.  All of them are made of sage green paper, accord-
ing to the Stanley Gibbons Stamp Colour Key.  The corner card informs us of the attractions of the 
Hotel Victoria - newly built using fireproof technology, modern furnishings, with central heating and 
an automobile.  Most of the covers show slight toning around the edges.  All of the covers have been 
neatly opened, apparently by scissors, 13 of them on the left, the rest on the right. 
 The Hungarian local letter rate was 6 fillér from 1900 until the end of 1915.2   Thus, the post-
age due at double the franking deficiency for an unfranked local letter was 12 fillér during this period.  
All of the covers have 1-fillér postage due stamps in singles, pairs, or blocks of 4, often with a 2-fillér 
single or pair, in combinations adding up to 6 fillér, with a single 6-fillér postage due stamp making 
up the rest.  A few examples have a 5-fillér stamp.  Stamps from all five of the black-numeral issues 
have been used, and 1- or 2-fillér red numeral stamps also appear on some of the covers.  All of the 
stamps are neatly struck with the circular dated cancel of Szatmár-Németi, as in the illustrated exam-
ple.  The earliest date is 23 October 1915, and the latest is 24 November 1915. 
 Most of the postage due stamps from each of the issues made before and during World War I 
remained in the post offices until they were used up, and were invalidated only after post-war infla-

 

Figure 5.  1919 cover sent from Fiume to Sušak. 
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tion rendered them useless.3  There was very little need for 1-fillér postage due stamps.  It is thus not 
surprising to find many of them from the first issue (1903) still available in the post office in 1915, in 
addition to the 1-fillér stamps released in 1913 and 1914.  One envisions the creator of these covers 
purchasing sheets of 1- and 2-fillér stamps and having a good time applying them in various multiples 
and combinations along with one 6-fillér stamp, then presenting the covers to a cooperative postal 
clerk for the postmarks.  Beginning with some covers postmarked on 13 November, 5-fillér stamps 
were also applied.  Was the philatelist’s supply of 1-fillér stamps running low?   
 Two covers, both dated 5 November, have additional postage due stamps applied to their 
backs. One of them has an additional 12 fillér, for a total of 24 fillér, the correct postage due for an 
unfranked, double-weight local letter.  In the other case, the back of the cover was decorated with a 
vertical block (2 × 4) of eight 6-fillér stamps from either the third or fourth issue and a vertical pair of 
1-fillér stamps from the fourth issue, for an astonishing 50 fillér, giving a total of 62 fillér postage due 
on the cover!  This overkill cannot be correlated with any postal rate that might have applied to a lo-
cal letter at the time. 
 All of the covers are addressed in the same handwriting.  The addressees are József Andreic, 
Mihály Dobos, Géza Eötvös, Jenõ Gaáli, Ferencz Gál, Rezsõ Gyõri, Victor Heinrich, Géza Hubl,  
János Jóos, Jenõ Kurta, Pál Kurta, János Lászlo, Gábor Moori, Gábor Mozi, István Nyisztor, István 
Tartler,  János Téglás, Dr Árpád Török,  Pál Tusth, and Béla Virágh.  Each addressee received one 
cover, except for Victor Heinrich, who was the addressee on eight of the covers, including five posted 
on 12 November, and the cover with 62 fillér postage due.  Could Victor Heinrich have been the crea-
tor of these covers?  The similarity of the name of one of the addressees, Ferencz Gál, to that of the 
designer of the Hungarian postage due stamps issued in 1953 and 1973, Ferenc Gál, is also intriguing.  
Could the two have been related? 
 Since all of the covers have been opened, it would appear that they originally had contents of 
some sort, perhaps a bill for services from the hotel.  The manner of opening, however, implies that 
they were all opened by the same person, probably the person who created them.  They may have had 
no contents, but were scissored open by their creator to provide an appearance of authenticity.   
 The city of Szatmárnémeti is now Satu Mare in northwest Romania, although ethnic Hungar-
ians make up over half of its population.  The Hotel Victoria no longer exists. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

A typical Hotel 
Victoria postage 
due cover. 
The pair of 1-
fillér stamps is 
from the issue of 
1903. 
The block of 1-
fillér stamps is 
from the issue of 
1914. 
The 6-fillér stamp 
was issued in 
1906. 
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 I would like to hear from anyone having knowledge of the Hotel Victoria covers, their crea-
tor, or their addressees.  I think that more Hotel Victoria covers exist, besides the 27 that I have exam-
ined, and I would like to receive scans of them, with identification, if possible, of the postage due 
stamps thereon.  I can be reached at ruthandlyman@earthlink.net. 

 
Footnote references: 
1  Lyman R. Caswell, How to Identify the Green-Frame Postage Dues on Cover, The News of Hun-
garian Philately, Vol. 39, No. 2 (April-June 2008),  pp. 4-5. 
2 A magyar bélyegek kézikönyve, László Surányi and Gábor Visnyovski, editors.  Gondolat, Buda-
pest, 1986, p. 426. 
3  Otto G. Schäffling, Early Postage Due Stamps, The News of Hungarian Philately, Vol. 7, No. 6 
(November-December, 1976), pp. 1-5. 

 
 
 

FOLDED TYPEWRITER POSTCARDS 
 

A book review by Robert B. Morgan. 
 

 For the reader to understand what this book is about and before I add my words, I’d like to 
quote the author Dr. Robert M. Bell describing his subject. 

 Folded Typewriter Postcards were used mainly in commerce and industry by a number of 
European, African, and Middle Eastern countries for periods of time that altogether spanned 
over eighty years (1910 to 1977). They appear not to have been used to any great extent in 
North or South America, Asia, and the countries of the former British Commonwealth. 
 These postcards were used mainly by small businesses to correspond with customers re-
garding prices, orders, merchandise, and delivery times. When fully open, the address and 
message could be typed on one side of the postcard with no need to reverse the card in the 
typewriter. Once typed, the card was then folded, and the folded flap stuck down using the pre-
applied adhesive gum on the card. 
 Folded Typewriter Postcards were slowly introduced in the second decade of the last cen-
tury in Europe, with their use being at its height in the 1930’s. After 1970 a gradual decline 
occurred with most cards being discontinued by the mid 1980’s. 
 The cards contributed to the overall economy of the countries in which they were used, 
providing a simple, cost effective way of communication.  
 The book describes the function of these postcards, the economies they provided, their 
manufacture, patents, trademarks, types, special uses, and postal markings. 
 The Folded Typewriter Postcards were effective economical commercial communications. 
The book delves into the Types, Usages, Rarity, Development, Growth, and Decline. 

 We’ve all came across these cards but paid no attention to them. Fifteen years ago Dr. Bell, a 
retired physician, came upon a folded card that struck him different and what followed made him a 
pioneer of a new collecting field in postal history.  He spent fifteen years researching these cards’ 
origin and usages.  Along the way he assembled an award winning exhibit.  Now he put his findings 
on paper and shares his knowledge with us.  This book is not only about the subject but it is a testa-
ment that with careful observation even today important new collecting areas can be found.  
 These cards were first patented and manufactured in Germany but soon its use spread into 
other European countries including Hungary.  This is an exciting new collecting field in its early stag-
es which means that the availability still there for the observant collector. I highly recommend it. 
 The book Folded Typewriter Postcards by Robert M. Bell is privately published by the au-
thor and can be ordered directly from him.  The book is softbound, 8 ½ x 11 inch format, 123 pages, 
49 color images.  The cost is $35.00 plus actual shipping and handling.  It can be ordered from Robert 
M. Bell, at P.O.Box 3668, West Sedona, AZ 86340.  For additional information, the e-mail address is 
rmsbell@esedona.net. 

mailto:ruthandlyman@earthlink.net
mailto:rmsbell@esedona.net
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 The illustration on the next page shows such a card sent from Hungary in 1928. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

eBay – The GOOD, The BAD, and The UGLY! 
 

by Jim Gaul 
 

 For my first SHP News article, I decided to write 
about something that is part of my everyday routine.  I 
am both a buyer and seller of Hungarian related material 
on eBay and would like to share some of my experiences 
with you.  As noted in the title, there are good aspects, of 
which I have had many.  Then there’s a bad side.  Fortu-
nately, I’ve only had a few.  And finally, one ugly inci-
dent that I wished never happened!    
 For those reading this article and don’t know what 
eBay is, it is an on-line auction house accessed by com-
puter on the world wide web. It’s similar to a brick and 
mortar auction house or even a mail bid stamp catalogue 
where you can bid on stamps or sell them. The main ad-
vantage of this site is the quickness in receiving your pur-
chases or selling items quickly. Turn around time is usu-
ally days or a week, versus months anywhere else! 
 To go to this site, just go to www.ebay.com which is 
their home page.  Listed on the left side are numerous 
categories.  Look for and Click on stamps to go the 
stamps page to find listings of various countries.  Hunga-
ry is listed under Europe.     

 

 

 

Society for Hungarian Philately Secretary 

Jim Gaul at the SHP table at  

Washington 2006 

http://www.ebay.com/
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 Little expertise is needed to be a buyer on eBay.  You can sign up with little effort and be 
bidding within a day! 
 Selling, on the other hand, takes a little more time and “hands-on” experience.  Both of these 
can be fun and profitable. It has served me well over the years, with many great rewards and numer-
ous enjoyment!   
 I have been dealing on eBay since March of 1999, starting out as a buyer only, and then pro-
gressing to a seller as a way to sell off duplicates which help defray the expense of new purchases.  
Over the years I have had numerous trading experiences with many eBayers both here in the USA and 
abroad, mainly Europe and even Australia.   

  I have enjoyed these contacts with some new friendships be-
ing formed and also receiving recent postage stamps used on mailings.  
  One of the pleasures of dealing on eBay is searching for and 
finding an item of interest and the subsequent thrill of bidding on and 
winning this item.  I have added many new treasures to my collection in 
this way.  One recent addition that I have added is this item.  It is an oc-
cupation stamp that has been signed that I believe makes it a genuine 
one!  The main reason I bid on this item is to use it as an example to aid 
in identifying other occupation stamps in my collection.  The stamp is 
illustrated on the left.  
  Another good aspect of eBay is the “watch” feature, where 
you can add an item to your list and keep tabs on it to see what the final 
realization is.  Some recent items that I have watched include a few rare 
Hungarian stamps that sold for a substantial price.  The first item is a 
postage due stamp with an inverted center that sold for a final bid of 
over $2000 (see scan below for picture of this stamp).  This stamp is 
listed in the Scott Catalogue as J65a with a 2008 catalogue value of 
$1,000. 

 
 
 
 
 

  
 
 
 
 
 
     eBay Item # 280245686228 
 

         eBay Item # 170235588704 
 

 The second recent stamp that is another rarity of Hungary is the 1950 issue “Boy-Scout” 
stamp with different text that sold for $900 (shown above).  It is unlisted in the Scott Catalogue, but is 
listed in the Hungarian catalogue as number 1160a with a value of 180,000 forint.  Although I did not 
bid on either one of these, I do try to follow rarities on eBay to see their final realization.   
 As for the bad part of eBay, there are always the few instances of winning an item and after 
receiving it, finding a fault not mentioned in the description, and having to return it for a refund.  So 
far, I have only had to do this twice, both times, receiving a refund.   
 We now come to the ugly part of eBay where new change in feedback rules has left the door 
wide open for nefarious buyers to ruin one’s feedback reputation.  This new rule instituted by eBay 
has removed the seller’s right to leave a negative or neutral feedback to a buyer.  After enjoying nine 
years of a 100% positive feedback rating, I have had it ruined by one incident that has made be aware 
that you cannot please everyone, no matter how hard you try.  I won’t go into details here, but only 
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serve as a warning to others that it is now very easy for a dissatisfied buyer to give a seller a negative 
feedback.  Of course, I have blocked this particular buyer from bidding on any future item I will list, 
but the damage has already been done with no recourse left but to move on.  THANKS Bob, for your 
sage advice! 
 So, fellow members, this short article sums up my personal experiences on eBay.  For the 
most part they have been good and I hope to continue dealing with others and having fun on eBay. I 
personally find this venue as an important source for Hungarian material related to my field of inter-
est and will continue to search every day for that elusive stamp or cover to add to my collection. 
Looking forward to dealing with fellow SHP members with whom I have had the pleasure of doing 
business with in the past, as well as meeting others on the BAY!  It’s always a joy when the mailman 
brings me my latest win from eBay! 
 Any questions or comments, feel free to email me: terrynjim@enter.net 
 

  
 

THE EDITOR’S NOTES 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 The May issue of the American Philatelist featured an article authored by our late member, 
Dr. Andrew Munster on the Postal Rates of the Roman States: Bajocchi Period, 1952-67. 
 In June, Jay Carrigan wrote that he is working on a website dedicated to the 1944-1945 lo-
cal issues of Northern Transylvania.  At the time, the site was still under construction; but he hopes to 
have it completed in a few months.  The brief history of Northern Transylvania began in September 
1940 when the area was returned to Hungary.  By September 1944, Soviet and Rumanian troops 
drove out the Hungarian army and administrators.  The atrocities of the incoming Rumanian Maniu 
Guards committed against the native Hungarian population prompted the Soviet Red Army com-
manders to take control of the area.  It was during this period of autonomy that local stamp issues 
were prepared in the major towns by provisional Hungarian-Rumanian administrators.  By late spring 
1945, control was turned over to the central Rumanian government.  Jay’s website can be found at 
http://www.jaypex.com/NT/intro.html.  Enjoy! 
 J. Barefoot, Ltd. published the third edition of its Hungarian Revenues catalog in 2007.  
This edition has been expanded with black and white illustrations, listing of embossed and municipal 
tax stamps, and Hungarian revenues overprinted for use in Fiume in 1919, many items listed for the 
first time.  The price of the catalog is US$30 (£15) plus postage from the publisher, J. Barefoot Ltd., 
Box 8, York, YO24 4YZ, United Kingdom. 

 The American Philatelic 
Society reported a nearly 10% 
drop in membership from March 
to April of this year when non-
renewing collectors were 
dropped from the rolls.  Overall, 
the number of members has de-
creased from over 55,000 about 
15 years ago to less than 39,000 
now.  This is a sad manifestation 
of the state of out hobby.  First of 
all, it reflects the increasing age 
of philatelists, not just in Ameri-
ca but also worldwide.  Second, 
it provides a testament of the 
economic realities facing our 
hobby.  It is a lot easier to spend 
$$ on acquiring stamps than to 
pay the (ever) increasing mem-

 

A ‘fabricated’ 1918 airmail cover  
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bership dues.  Unfortunately, our 
Society is experiencing the same  

pressures of declining interest and increasing costs. 
 In the past three months, the offerings on eBay provided some interesting viewing.  An obvi-
ously unflown 1918 airmail cover shown on the previous page was offered on eBay at a starting price 
of US$40.  The write-up accompanying the item included a reference to the Society of Hungarian 
Philately.  Several of our members took exception to this; and, in a strongly worded message to the 
seller, asked that the misleading, offending text be removed.  Chalk one up to success: the seller 
quickly re-described the cover as a ‘philatelic fabrication.’  By the way, it did not sell. 
 A superb airmail cover from the Second Inflation shown below was purchased for US$1400 
(!) by a collector from Japan.  This represents the highest price paid for such an item.  This is cover 
#49 of all known airmail covers from this era that have been recorded.  The 8gm letter was posted at 
the Budapest 72 Post Office on 27 May 1946.  The postage paid in cash was 2,160 million pengő. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 

 
 Another better offering was mentioned and illustrated in Jim Gaul’s article.  It was a mint 
copy of Scott No. J65a, black numeral Magyar Posta postage due stamp that sold for US$2,026.  My 
2007 Scott Catalog values this stamp at US$1,000.  Judging by the eBay identification of the buyer, 
he/she was a collector specializing in inverted centers.   
 Finally, a full sheet of Scott No. 96 containing the 35f error (Scott No. 96a) sold for US$295. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Second inflation airmail cover sold for US$1400. 
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 On the ugly side of eBay, facsimile repro-
ductions of scarce modern Hungarian stamps are 
being offered from several sources in Europe.    
 The reproductions are somewhat poor, but 
they represent the violet color version of the 1951 
80th anniversary stamp issue and the unissued 
1950 Children’s Day stamp with the 
Utánpótlásunk a Jövő Harcaihoz inscription.  
Again, chalk one up for computer technology that 
allows con artists to produce such ‘offerings.’ 
 

 The next two items provided some amusement in viewing someone’s feeble attempts to en-
hance the value of the ‘covers.’  The item below on the left is a 1916 Coronation cover cancelled with 
a suspicious-looking Budapest 64 cds but correctly dated on 30 December 1916.  However, the ‘cov-
er’ was addressed to a person in the Consulate of Argentina in Prague, Czechoslovakia.  Oops and 
double oops: in 1916 Prague was in the Bohemian part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire and the entity 
called ‘Czechoslovakia’ did not come into existence until 1918.  The cover below on the right is mas-
querading as a postally-used item bearing a set of vignettes produced to celebrate the 50th anniversary 
of Hungarian stamps in 1921.  (Back then, the 1871 lithographed Francis Joseph stamps were consid-
ered to be the first stamp issue of Hungary.)  The Budapest 2 cancellation again looks very suspi-
cious.  Obviously, the vignettes had no postal validity.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Another item that is encountered with 
regular frequency is the 1919 Soviet Republic 
portraits issue cancelled on cover.  These co-
vers were almost always favor cancelled and 
sometimes even bear express and registry eti-
quettes.  Oftentimes, zealous collectors would 
hand-address the covers and try to pass them 
off as postally used as shown by the example on 
the right supposedly sent to the USA.  A word 

 

 

Facsimile reproductions of scarce Hungarian stamps 

offered on eBay 
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of caution: unless there is a backstamp, these 
are not legitimate postally used items 
 Judy Kennett sent scans of two additional examples of clandestine mail addressed to P.O. 
Box 506 in Lisbon, Portugal during World War II. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The top cover was mailed from Budapest on 22 March 1942 and appears to be business correspondence.  

The bottom registered cover originated in Komárom on 14 December 1941. 
 

 The collage of pictures on the back cover represents Hungary’s fortresses as I have seen them 
through my camera lens during my past visits to my ancestral homeland.  Today, the Hungarian red-
white-green tri-color proudly flies over these ancient edifices symbolizing not that God had given that 
land to the Magyars; rather, to demonstrate the perseverance of the Magyars to survive in the Carpa-
thian Basin for 1100+ years despite German, Mongol, Ottoman, Hapsburg, Czarist, Nazi, and Soviet 
invasions, oppression, and subjugation.  The tenacity of the people to survive is best symbolized by 
these ‘wasp nests of the rebellious Magyars’ as the Hapsburg Court referred to castles before they 
demolished them in the 18th century.  Now, most of them have been reconstructed.  My fondest 
memories of these places are reserved for the fortresses of Kisnána as my wife and I watched school-
girls in procession carrying wine-bottles on their heads to an end-of-the-school year party (and having 
their parents offer us a taste of pogácsa) as well as standing on top of the tower of Hollókő listening 
to the sound of the wind, the shrill call of pheasant cocks and an occasion kakukk bird in the sur-
rounding forests.  The fortresses of Mosonmagyaróvár, Tata, Esztergom, Visegrád, Buda, Eger, Sirok, 
Kisnána, Hollókő, Nagyvázsony, Diósgyőr, Sárospatak burned an image into my brain not to mention 
the edifices of Fraknó, Pozsony, Beckó and Trencsén across the Trianon border.  Alas, it was with a 
heavy heart that my cousin and I embraced early on the morning of June 12th as my wife and I left to 
catch our flight back to the States.  We, the closest remaining blood relatives on our fathers’ side, 
sensed that we may never see each other again (having met a mere 35 years before as adults).  Thus is 
the fate of the Hungarian Diaspora. 
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 As you can gather from these comments, I made a short visit to Hungary last June.  Gasoline 
for the rental car was US$7.50 per US gallon (not news to our European members), and the exchange 
rate for the US dollar was a measly 154 HUF (down from 250 only six years ago).  Needless to say, I 
did not attempt to conduct any philatelic buying.  I did not even go to the post office to send a picture 
greeting card back to the states at the cost of HUF 190 (US$1.25) since it probably would have ar-
rived a week after I returned.  After multiple trips to a country that was once behind the Iron Curtain, 
I felt that I was traveling into a reverse world.  There is a lot less security getting into Hungary than 
there is returning to the United States.  It sure is a switch from the days when the undercarriages of 
railroad cars were searched with mirrors or border guards with Kalashnikov rifles ‘guarded’ airport 
buses taking passengers to the airplane.  Passport-free travel within the Schengen borders made pos-
sible a short cross-border stroll from Esztergom to Párkány/Sturovo via the Mária Valéria Bridge.  
 The cheap US dollar now allows buyers from Hungary to re-acquire philatelic ‘bargains’ 
from the US reversing a trend that existed since the end of World War I. 
 Budapest traffic is snarled worse than the worst any major US metropolis has to offer.  Still, 
politeness as a social norm has returned despite the lack thereof during the decades of communism.  
Underneath all of this, I felt that after 52 years of having lived outside of the country, I was now a 
stranger in the country of my birth, after all. 
 The July 25th issue of The Economist magazine wrote about the Zimbabwean hyperinflation 
running at 2.2 million percent for the year.  This came at the heels of a 100 billion Zimbabwe dollar 
note (worth approximately one US dollar on the black market) being issued for circulation just before 
their national bank decided to lop off 10 zeros from the currency.  The article mentioned the 1946 
Hungary hyperinflation, still a world record holder at 42 quadrillion (!) percent per month (!). 
 I would like to thank all of the contributors who heeded my call for assistance and helped to 
fill the pages of this newsletter.  I am especially grateful to Wes Learned, who already offered to 
compose the audience participation quiz for the next issue!  I am hoping that this novel approach will 
be welcomed by our members and readers.  Nevertheless, at the risk of sounding like a broken record 
(or a compact disk stuck in the same track in today’s technology), I’m already asking for continued 
support to help put together the December issue. 
 And, in conclusion, I would like to announce the arrival of our first grandson, Zachary, born 
last May 15th.  He has three big sisters to mother him, two of whom turned five in July! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

DID YOU KNOW? 
 

provided by Wes Learned 
 

 The Hungarian semi-postal series (Scott B80-B87) designed by Ferenc Helbing depicting var-
ious athletic events issued in 1925 were sold at double their face value plus an additional 10% on or-
ders placed by mail.  However, they had no postal need and were issued only for the purpose of rais-
ing funds for athletic associations.  There is an inscription on the back of each stamp regarding the 
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100% premium.  These stamps do exist imperforated.  Copies of this set may be found on covers of 
this period bearing various sport cancellations. 

(General information provided in Scott Catalog 2006 (G-I)). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1925 Sport set cancelled Budapest Margitsziget, 4-5 July 1925 on the occasion of  the Magyar Evező Szövetség 

(Hungarian Rowing Federation) International Regatta, Berlin-Budapest-Wien roller cancellation. 

 

/ My favorite cancellation from this 
era is the one used for the Toldi 
Traveling Trophy in wrestling.  The 
cancel depicted the legendary Mi-
klós Toldi (Scott No. 603) fighting a 
pack of wolves by grabbing one of 
them by the leg and using it to beat 
off the rest of the pack.  Toldi’s he-
roic deeds were immortalized by 
János Arany (Scott No. 469) in the 
Toldi Trilogy epic poem.  Ed. / 

 
 
 
 

2008 NEW ISSUES 
 

Issue date: 8 April 2008 
 

Roma Minority in Hungary 
 

Face value: HUF 260.  Stamp size: 30 x 30.8mm. 
Designer: Barnabás Baticz.  The design depicts a dancing Roma 
woman. 
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. 
in sheets of 50 in an edition of 300,000 stamps. 

 
Issue date: 16 April 2008 

 
XXIX Olympic Games, Beijing  

 
Face value: HUF 70, 100, 170.  
Stamp size: 40 x 30mm. 
Designer: Orsolya Kara.  The 
designs depict water polo, 
wrestling, and fencing action. 
Technical details: Printed in 
offset by the State Printing Of-
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fice, Ltd. in sheets of 50 in an 
edition of 500,000 stamps. 

 
Issue date: 9 May 2008 

 
Our Living Heritage 

 
Face value:  HUF (stamps); HUF 600 (souvenir sheet).  Stamp size: 40 x 30mm; souvenir sheet size: 
90 x 65mm. 
Designer: Kálmán Székely.  The stamp designs depict a Hungarian giant rabbit, wild goat, sheep, and 
wild donkey.  The souvenir sheet shows a bison. 
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd.  400,000 stamps were printed in 
sheets of 50.  The issued quantity for the souvenir sheet was 100,000. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Europa 2008 - Letter Writing 
 

Face value: HUF 100, 230.  Stamp size: 25 x 25mm; souvenir sheet size: 105 x 65mm. 
Designer: Orsolya Kármán.  The stamps depict a stylized pen and letter. 
Technical details: Printed in small sheets of 4 (two stamps of each design) in offset by the Banknote 
Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 400,000 small sheets. 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

German Minority in Hungary 
 

Face value: HUF 275.  Stamp size: 30 x 30.8. 
Designer: Barnabás Baticz.  The stamp design depicts a German 
woman dancing. 
Technical details: Printed in offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. 
in sheets of 50.  300,000 stamps were issued. 
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Issue date: 16 May 2008 
 

Hungary’s World Heritage: Tokaj 
 

Face value: HUF 290.  Stamp size: 33.3 x 45mm. 
Designer: Pál Varga.  The stamp design depicts the wine growing re-
gions and cellars of Tokaj. 
Technical details: Printed using offset by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. 
in sheets of 50 in an edition of 300,000 stamps. 
 

 
National Parks: Őrség 

 
Face value: HUF 220.  Stamp size: 445 x 28.3mm. 
Designer: Pál Varga.  The stamp depicts a scene from the 
park as well as flora and fauna. 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the 
Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 300,000 stamps. 
 
 
 

 
European Soccer Championship 

 
Face value: HUF 250.  Stamp size: 30 x 40mm. 
Designer: András Dina.  The stamps shows Austrian and Swiss flags 
as corner flags in a soccer field. 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 by the State Printing Office, 
Ltd. in an edition of 350,000 stamps.  
 
 
 

 
Issue date: 20 May 2008 

 
10th Anniversary of the Vacation Voucher Program 

 
Face value: HUF 70.  Stamp size: 33 x 26mm. 
Designer: Csaba Bernóth.  The stamp design shows a hand hold-
ing a symbolic chaise and parasol. 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 in offset by the Stamp 
Printing Office, Ltd. in quantities required to meet postal demand. 

 
 

Help Each Other, Children! 
 

Face value: HUF 100 + 50.  Stamp size: 40 x 30mm. 
Designer: Eszer Domé.  The design is based on an entry by 
Zita Zagyi titled Smile! 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the 
State Printing Office, Ltd. in an unspecified quantity. 
 

 
Issue date: 6 June 2008 

 
FILAFALU I. Stamp Package and Board Game 

 
Face value: HUF 200 (selling price of the game package: HUF 450).  stamp size: 30 x 40mm. 
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Designer: Kázmér Deák.  The stamp designs show cartoon characters used to familiarize children 
with stamp collecting. 
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the State Printing Office, Ltd. 

Issue date: 20 June 2008 
 

FILAFALU II. Stamp Package and Board Game 
 

Face value: HUF 200 (same as the FILAFALU I. issue). 
Designer: Kázmér Deák.  (same as the FILAFALU I. issue). 
Technical details: (same as the FILAFALU I. issue). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Illuminated Chronicle 

 
Face value: HUF 400.  Stamp size: 30 x 445mm. 
Designer: Péter Nagy.  The design shows the illustration of King Géza and 
his brother László in pursuit of a stag from the 650-year old Illuminated 
Chronicle. 
Technical details: Printed in offset in sheets of 50 by the State Printing Of-
fice, Ltd. in an edition of 350,000 stamps. 

 
Issue date: 10 July 2008 

 
FILAFALU III. Stamp Package and Board Game 

 
Face value: HUF 200 (same as the FILAFALU I. issue). 
Designer: Kázmér Deák.  (same as the FILAFALU I. issue). 
Technical details: (same as the FILAFALU I. issue). 
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TABLE OF PARCEL POST LETTERS, 1871-1875 
 

compiled by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
with illustrations from the collection of Gábor Visnyovszki 

 
Year / 

Kiadás 

Language / 

Nyelv 

Color / 

Szín 

Regular / 

Általános 

C.O.D.  / 

Utánvételes 

Notes / 

Megjegyzések 

1871 Im-

print: 

Numeral ‘5’ 

Hungarian-

German 

black grayish-white 

paper 

greenish-blue  

paper 

Instructions (7 items ) /  

Értesítésül  (7 pont) 

      

1873 

23 x 18cm 

Hungarian black grayish-white 

paper 

greenish-blue 

paper 

Instructions /  

Értesítésül (7) 

 Hungarian-

Croatian 

“ “ “  

 Hungarian-

Italian 

“ “ “  

      

1874 Hungarian black grayish-white 

paper 

green paper Instructions /  

Értesítésül (3) 

 Hungarian-

Croatian 

“ “ “  

 Hungarian-

Italian 

“ “ “  

      

1875 

21.8 x 

17.8cm 

Hungarian black grayish-white 

paper 

bluish-green pa-

per 

Instructions /  

Értesítésül (7) 

 Hungarian-

Croatian 

“ “ “  

 Hungarian-

Italian 

“ “ “  

      

1875 Hungarian blue grayish-white 

paper 

bluish-green pa-

per 

Instructions /  

Értesítésül (7) 

 Hungarian-

Croatian 

“ “ “  

 Hungarian-

Italian 

“ “ “  

 
  The 5 krajcár imprint shown on the left on the Szállítólevél 
(shipping transit letter, Frachtbrief in German) represented a revenue 
charge for the benefit of the government treasury and was not a postal 
imprint.  At this time, the additional shipping charges for packages were 
paid for in cash and not with postage stamps. 
  The table was compiled from information found in the Mag-
yar bélyegek monográfiája / The Monograph of Hungarian Stamps 
as well as Dr. Flóderer’s Magyar okmánybélyegek kézikönyve / 
Handbook of Hungarian Revenue Stamps.  The information can be 
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considered as ‘sketchy’ at best.  Once I encountered a reference to a cat-
alog by Bárány that listed parcel post letters specifically, but I’m not 
aware of when this was published. 

 

Left: 1871 Regular domestic  

parcel slip 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right: 1871 C.O.D. domestic 

parcel slip (Utánvétel). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Left: 1873 C.O.D. domestic 

parcel slip 

(different typesetting 

from the previous issue.) 
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GABRIELLA KOSZORÚS-VARSA (1916-2007) 
 

by Csaba L. Kohalmi 
 

 Hungarian American portraitist and 
sculptor Gabriella Koszorus-Varsa 
passed away last year in March.  She has 
created the life-sized sculpture of Hun-
garian Governor Lajos Kossuth, which is 
displayed at the foyer of the Embassy of 
Hungary in Washington, D.C.  She also 
created a 65-by-52-inch oil painting ‘Fi-
delissimus ad Mortem’ (Faithful Unto 
Death), depicting the cavalry charge of 
Colonel Michael Kováts de Fabricy, ar-
chitect of America’s light cavalry, who 
died in the 1779 Battle of Charleston, 
and of whom an equestrian bronze statue 
was also erected in the embassy’s garden.  
 Gabriella Koszorus also designed 
vignettes for the American Hungarian 
Federation.  The AMF used these as 
fundraising tools in the 1950s and 1960s.  
Two of her executed designs are shown 
below.  One honors Ferenc Rákóczi 
(1954) and the other, Lajos Kossuth 
(1958).  She also designed the AMH of-
ficial cover for the 1958 Lajos Kossuth 
Champion of Liberty issue from the 
United States.  The cachet was produced 
by Fleetwood.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Above (top): Gabriella Koszorus-Varsa’s ‘Fidelissimus ad Mortem’ painting. 
Above (below): Fleetwood cachet for the 1958 Kossuth Champion of Liberty issue.  

The cover was autographed by the artist. 
Right: 1954 and 1958 American Hungarian Federation fundraising vignettes de-

signed by Gabriella Koszorus-Varsa. 



 

 

WANTED: Collector in Hungary is looking for better material from the period September 1944 to 
September 1945.  Interested in double or inverted overprints, entire sheets with special varieties, bet-
ter covers, Nyíregyháza issue in every format.   

Please contact Dr. Bernáth Gábor, Szeged, Mérey u. 8. H-6722 Hungary. 
 

WANTED:  Any and all material dealing with the Hungarian Gendarmerie (Csendőrség) such as 
mailing labels, picture post cards, postcards, covers, cancellation, documents, photos, anything and 
everything bearing Gendarmerie addresses or addressees.  Call or write.   

Zoltan Korossy, 11227 Woodson Ave., Kensington, MD 20895.  Tel: (301) 946-2414.   
E-mail: zoltan@korossy.org. 

 

FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY 
 

Book # Volumes Years Cost 

1 1-3 1970-1972 $30 

2 4-6 1973-1975 $30 

3 7-9 1976-1978 $30 

4 10-12 1979-1981 $30 

5 13-15 1982-1984 $30 

6 16-18 1985-1987 $30 

7 19-21 1988-1990 $30 

8 22-24 1991-1993 $30 

9 25-27 1994-1996 $30 

10 28-30 1997-1999 $30 

11 31-32 2000-2001 $30 

12 * 33-36 2002-2005 $50 * 
 

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first 
11 books for $320.00.  * Book No. 12 costs $50 each.  Freight fees will be added to all orders.  Or-
ders and inquiries should be sent to:  

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,  

e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org 
 

FORTRESSES BEYOND THE TRIANON BORDERS 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 
  

above:                  Beckó / Beckov     Fraknó / Forchtenstein 

below:   Pozsony / Bratislava    Trencsén / Trenčin 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

  



 

 

THE FORTRESSES OF HUNGARY 
 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 Hollókő         Diósgyőr 
 Tata                       Visegrád 
 Sirok               Kisnána     Sárospatak 
 Eger              Esztergom     Nagyvázsony 
 Buda      Mosonmagyaróvár

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 


